Series: Knowing, RECEIVING and Believing the Word of God
Part 8 RECEIVING the entire Word of God!
Introduction
Last week we had an incredibly unique movement with God! For that we are thankful. This week
we will end this powerful series: Knowing, RECEIVING and Believing the Word of God!
The struggle for the American Christian Church is “Selective Receiving”. In America we tend to
“Agree” with what only we are “Comfortable” with! We must RECEIVE the entire Word of God,
whether we are comfortable or not!
Amos 3:3 “How can two walk together unless they be agreed”
Amos 3:7 “Surely the Lord GOD does nothing, unless He reveals His secret to His servants the
prophets (individuals who speak from “inspiration” for a “prediction” from God).”
Agreed = appointment, to meet (at a stated time), to engage for marriage, assemble, betroth, gather
(themselves, together), meet (together), set (a time).
Agreement is not based on “Emotions” it is based on “Principles”!
Life Applications for “Receiving” the entire Word of God
1. Receiving from God gives us a divine capacity for His divine plan here on earth!
2. Receiving the Word of God is about connecting with the Divine Arrangement of God for our life.
The battle in receiving is that we have already arranged our life and we are not open to rearrangement!
3. The Word of God is the Will of God. The Word of God is not to just be prayed about, it is to be
received so we can Obey and Act!
4. Every day we must go higher in our agreement (appointment) with the Word/Will of God, so we
leave our old life behind.
5. Receiving is believing the entire scripture is for you!
Next week we will start a brand new series in this holiday season about the “Gifts of the Spirit” and
you will be released into a new divine arrangment in your life by God!

